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How do
people
learn?
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Surface

Deep
Surface

Transfer

Deep
Surface

Acquisition
and Early
Consolidation
of Skill and
Concept
Development

Deep consolidation
through
connections,
relationships and
schema to organize
skills and concepts
Skill and Concept
Development

Self-regulation to
continue learning
skills and content
independent of the
teacher
Connections,
relationships and
schema to organize
skills and concepts

Skill and Concept
Development
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This is NOT how transfer of
information happens

“The ability to transfer is
arguably the long-term aim of all
education. You truly understand
and excel when you can take
what you have learned in one
way or context and use it in
another, on your own.”
McTighe & Wiggins, 2011

What experiences do you hypothesize Sara
had during her Kindergarten year?
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current status,
knew where she was headed,
and understood what success looked
Sara explained her

like.

Unfortunately,
students are
too
dependent
on their
teachers to
tell them
when they
have learned
something.

Assessment Capable Learners
• Know their current level of understanding
• Know where they’re going and are confident
to take on the challenge
• Select tools to guide their learning
• Seek feedback and recognize that errors
are opportunities to learn
• Monitor their progress and adjust their
learning
• Recognize their learning and teach others
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Sara is an assessment-capable
visible learner.

Assessment capable learners say…

“I know where I’m going.”

Assessment capable learners say…

“ I have the tools I need.”
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Assessment capable learners say…

“I gauge my progress.”

Assessment capable learners say…

“I recognize what’s next.”

Assessmentcapable
learners are
built by
assessmentcapable
teachers.
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Design
Assessment-capable learners: d = 1.44

So u rce: Hatti e, J. (2009 ). Vi sib le Lea rnin g: A Syn thesi s ofOver 800 Meta -A na yl ses Rel a itng to Ach ei vemen t. New York, NY: R ou lted ge.

Assessment Capable Learners
• Know their current level of understanding
• Know where they’re going and are confident
to take on the challenge
• Select tools to guide their learning
• Seek feedback and recognize that errors are
opportunities to learn
• Monitor their progress and adjust their
learning
• Recognize their learning and teach others

In order to get better at
selecting tools, they
must be given

choices, and

opportunities to

make decisions.
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Chat Discussion
Why is choice and
decision-making so
crucial to learning? How
do you create
opportunities for choice
and decision-making
with your students?

Students need to learn how to learn,
not just what
to learn.

Identifying
what matters.
Percentage of
Achievement
Variance
Teachers
Students

Principal
Schools
Peers

Home
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Chance

Teaching Test-Taking: d = 0.27

So u rce: Hatti e, J. (2009 ). Vi sib le Lea rnin g: A Syn thesi s ofOver 800 Meta -A na yl ses Rel a itng to Ach ei vemen t. New York, NY: R ou tled ge.

Design

Study Skills: d = 0.63

So u rce: Hatti e, J. (2009 ). Vi sib le Lea rnin g: A Syn thesi s ofOver 800 Meta -A na yl ses Rel a itng to Ach ei vemen t. New York, NY: R ou tled ge.

• Cognitive study skills typically usually involve a
task
• Metacognitive study skills describe selfmanagement
• Affective study skills involve motivation,
agency, and self-concept
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Cognitive

• Notetaking and graphic organizers (creating and using)
• Summarizing
• Practice and rehearsal (flashcards, mnemonics, memorization)
• Rereading

Metacognitive

• Planning for the task
• Monitoring one’s learning
• Reviewing and revising corrected work
• Self-assessment and self-questioning

Affective

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motivation to study
Structuring the environment to study
Belief in its usefulness
Agency to influence one’s learning (mindset)
Willingness to solve problems
Managing stress and anxiety
Goal setting

Learning
Using
Cognitive
Tools

Design

Concept Maps: d = 0.60

So u rce: Hatti e, J. (2009 ). Vi sib le Lea rnin g: A Syn thesi s ofOver 800 Meta -A na yl ses Rel a itng to Ach ei vemen t. New York, NY: R ou tled ge.
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Graphic Organizers

Amount of
instructional
minutes
devoted to
teaching them
things they
already know.

60%
The Hidden Lives of Learners. Graham Nuthall (2007).

Graphic
organizers and
concept maps
are an
intermediate
step to
something else
—discussion or
writing.
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Round Table Discussion
• Four Inquiries

Round Table Discussion
(Your initial notes)

• Four Inquiries

Round Table Discussion
(Your initial notes)

• Four Inquiries

(Partner #1’s ideas)
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Round Table Discussion
(Partner #1’s ideas)

(Your initial notes)

• Four Inquiries

(Partner #2’s ideas)

Round Table Discussion
(Your initial notes)

(Partner #1’s ideas)

(Partner #2’s ideas)

(Partner #3’s ideas)

• Four Inquiries

Round Table Discussion
(Partner #1’s ideas)

(Your initial notes)

• Four Inquiries

Your final
summary
after the
discussion

(Partner #2’s ideas)

(Partner #3’s ideas)
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Round Table Discussion
(Partner #1’s ideas)

(Your initial notes)

• Four Inquiries

How did the student’s critical thinking deepen?

Your final
summary
after the
discussion

(Partner #2’s ideas)

(Partner #3’s ideas)

Expand student choice.

“Which one
would be the
best for your
purpose?”

Five Word Summary Strategy
Step 1: Read and list
1.

Using words from the reading, create a list of the five most
important words. These should all be words that explain
and/or clarify the main point of the reading.

2.

With a partner, compare your five-word lists. The two of you
will now have 5 minutes to negotiate and create a new list of
the five most important words by synthesizing your two lists.
Be ready to explain your selection!
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Five Word Summary Strategy

Step 2: Negotiate Meaning with Others
•

Now join another set of partners to form a group of four.
Each pair will share its five-word list; then the group of four
will once again discuss which words are most essential to
the main idea of the reading.

•

Each group will have 5 minutes to create a newly
synthesized list of five key words. While you can try to
persuade your peers that your word choices are the best,
your group must be in agreement about the final list.

Five Word Summary Strategy

Step 3: Compose a Summary
• On your own or as a group, use the final list of five key words
that your group of four agreed on, and write a summary
paragraph of the reading.
• Use all five words from your final list in your paragraph.
Underline each of the five key words in your summary. Be
sure that the words you choose support/explain/clarify the
main point of the reading.

Turn this
technique
into a study
habit.
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Sara’s Vocabulary Card in Social Studies

Meghan’s Vocabulary Word Card in British
Literature

Use game with young children to build habits of
repetition and rehearsal.

•
•
•

Songs and chants
My Pile, Your Pile
Syllable clapping
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Chat Discussion
What kinds of cognitive
study skills have your
students learned?
Which do they apply?
How do you or could
you support their
cognitive skills
development?

Learning Using
Metacognitive
Tools

Cognitive

• Notetaking and graphic organizers (creating and using)
• Summarizing
• Practice and rehearsal (flashcards, mnemonics, memorization)
• Rereading

Metacognitive

• Planning for the task
• Monitoring one’s learning
• Reviewing and revising corrected work
• Self-assessment and self-questioning

Affective

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motivation to study
Structuring the environment to study
Belief in its usefulness
Agency to influence one’s learning (mindset)
Willingness to solve problems
Managing stress and anxiety
Goal setting
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Two purposes for practice
• Fluency (automaticity)
• Expertise

Skills that require automaticity
Discrete skills that pave the way for deeper learning to occur.

• Math facts
• Sight words
• Periodic table of
elements
• Significant dates in history

The “10,000 hour
rule” isn’t just
practice.
It is practice that is

hard.
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Targeted
Distributed
Self-directed

Anders Ericsson

Mastery Monday
15-30 minute
segment when
students revise
and resubmit
corrected work.
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“It’s like learning to play soccer. I’m working on my
dribbling skills right now. Coach sets up cones for us
to perform drills. If I only practice dribbling for a few
hours before the match and I don’t touch the soccer
ball any other time, I’d be off the team. Same thing
with studying for computer programming tests. If I try
to memorize it all the night before, it’s a fail.”
-Eighth grade student Victor’s presentation about learning habits

Teach students about deliberative practice.

Chat Discussion
In your content area, what
types of practice build
expertise?
What builds automaticity?
What are some ways you
could incorporate practice
that is targeted, distributed,
and self-directed?

Learning
Using
Affective
Tools
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Cognitive

• Notetaking and graphic organizers (creating and using)
• Summarizing
• Practice and rehearsal (flashcards, mnemonics, memorization)
• Rereading

Metacognitive

• Planning for the task
• Monitoring one’s learning
• Reviewing and revising corrected work
• Self-assessment and self-questioning

Affective

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motivation to study
Structuring the environment to study
Belief in its usefulness
Agency to influence one’s learning (mindset)
Willingness to solve problems
Managing stress and anxiety
Goal setting

Identity is how

we define ourselves.

People learn from their lives through the
stories they tell to and about themselves.

Agency is belief

in one’s capacity to
act upon the world.

People with a limited sense of agency may
be immobilized, angry, blame others, and
even lash out.
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We have fewer
interactions with
hard-to-reach
students.

Teacher expectations are influenced by…
¤ Past Achievement ¤ Physical & Cognitive Differences ¤

¤ Gender ¤ Race/Ethnicity ¤ SES ¤ Language Barriers ¤

Differential Teacher Treatments
of High and Low Achievers
Low achievers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get less wait time.
Are criticized more often for failure.
Are praised less frequently.
Receive less feedback.
Are called on less often.
Are seated further away from the teacher.
Have less eye contact from the teacher.
Have fewer friendly interactions with the teacher.
Their ideas are accepted less often.

Good, T. L. (1987). Two decades of research on teacher

expectations.

Journal

of Teacher

Education, 38, 32-47.
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Build relationships with 2 x 10’s
2 minutes a day
10 days in a row
Talk about anything EXCEPT school
or work

Ginsberg, M. & Wlodkowski, R. (2004) Creating Highly Motivating
Classrooms

Want to motivate
students?

Build their sense
of

competence
using incremental
goals.

Practice in Action: Kindergarten Writing
Learning Intentions and Success Criteria
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Practice in Action: Kindergarten
Writing Goal Setting

Practice in Action:
Kindergarten Meeting
with Students About
Goals

Practice in
Action:
Kindergarten
Informational
Writing
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See page 31
for another
self-assessment
example.

PAG E

31

Photo: N ancy Frey

Assessment Capable Learners
• Know their current level of understanding
• Know where they’re going and are confident
to take on the challenge
• Select tools to guide their learning
• Seek feedback and recognize that errors
are opportunities to learn
• Monitor their progress and adjust their
learning
• Recognize their learning and teach others

Feedback fuels
transfer.
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Design
Feedback: d = 0.75

So u rce: Hatti e, J. (2009 ). Vi sib le Lea rnin g: A Syn thesi s ofOver 800 Meta -A na yl ses Rel a itng to Ach ei vemen t. New York, NY: R ou lted ge.

Feedback

should spark
thinking.

The
relationship
with the
teacher has a
mediating
effect on
feedback.
Students who don’t have a good
relationship with the teacher are immune
to their feedback.
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Adolescents who disregarded feedback about
writing because they didn’t have a good
relationship with the teacher.

“If I’m happy
The relationship
with the“Iteacher
don’t
with my
“It’s
has
a
mediating
effect
on
writing,
their
really
annoying.”
opinion doesn’t
care.”
feedback. matter.”

“Some
teachers
are mean.”

“I’m not really
interested in
getting
feedback.”

20%
“I don’t like
writing and
[teachers] are
really critical…”

Students who don’t have a good relationship
with the teacher are immune to feedback.
Zumbrunn, Marrs, & Mewborn 2016

Chat Discussion
How do you help students
see errors as opportunities
to learn?
What mistakes should
teachers avoid?

Making feedback useful
Timely
Specific
Understandable
Actionable
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Feedback

should spark
thinking and

action.

What we say to
children, as well as
how we say it,
contributes to their
identity and sense of
agency.

The messages that
students receive
externally become
the messages they
give themselves.

Where am I
going?
(goals)
How am I
doing?
(progress)

Learner’s Three
Feedback
Questions

Where to
next?
(action)
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Sources of feedback
• Teacher
• Peers
• Self

Feedback to Peers

Peer-Assisted Reviews in High School Math
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Feedback to Self

Students selfevaluate to
determine their
progress.
Adapted from Moss & Brookhart, 2009
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Use a single-point rubric
to promote assessment
capability with younger learners.

Areas that Need Work

Success Criteria

Evidence of Exceeding
Standards

Topic introduced
effectively.
Related ideas grouped
together to give some
organization.
Topic developed with
multiple facts,
definitions, details.
Linking words and
phrases connect ideas
within a category of
information.
Strong concluding
statement or section.

5th Grade Writing Rubric
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Areas that Need Work

Success Criteria
(Aware Practitioner)

Evidence of Exceeding
Standards

This refection explains
the my thinking about
my own learning
processes.
This refection is an
analysis of my learning
experience.
I attempted to use
special talents of my
team members.
I accept some
responsibility for the
team’s struggles.

Self-assessment Rubric

Model
what it
means to
seek
feedback.
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Lasso Your Ideas:
Selecting Tools and
Seeking Feedback

A surprise:
A confirmation:
A great idea:
I’ll start by:
I know just the person:

Assessment-capable Learners
#5 Monitor their progress and adjust their
learning

# 6 Recognize their learning and teach others
November 15, 2018 webinar with Nancy Frey

Assessment-capable Learners
What assessment-capable learners
need to thrive.
December 5, 2018 webinar with
Dominique Smith
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Assessment-capable Learners
Mindframes of Assessment-Capable
Schools
December 12, 2018 webinar with
Dominique Smith

www.fisherandfrey.com
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